Abstract

Understanding individual variability in sexual boredom may offer relevant insights for the study of sexuality. The aim of this study was to determine whether there were distinct groups of men and women experiencing sexual boredom and how those groups differed in other aspects of sexuality. Sample consisted of 1021 participants aged 18 to 75 years old ($M = 32.68, SD = 8.79$). A gender-stratified cluster analysis was used for classifying the subgroups based on the extent of our variables of interest, and Analysis Of Variance (ANOVA) and chi-square of association tests were carried out to examine potential differences on demographics per group. Cluster analysis revealed a three-cluster solution for both men and women. Men grouped into low sexual boredom, high sexual boredom with high sexual motivation, and high sexual boredom with low sexual motivation. Women grouped into low sexual boredom, moderate sexual boredom, and high sexual boredom. Cluster analyses revealed, the groups of men and women with low sexual boredom presented low boredom proneness, low sexual motivation (sexual desire and excitation), and high hedonic value (sexual pleasure and sexual satisfaction). The group of men with high sexual boredom with high sexual motivation and the group of women with moderate sexual boredom displayed high sexual sensation seeking, high sexual motivation, and high hedonic value. The group of men and the group of women dealing with high sexual boredom, presented high boredom proneness, low sexual motivation, and low hedonic value. These findings have implications for couples dealing with sexual problems and, potentially, for sexual risk taking.
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Sexual boredom is a dimension of general boredom that was previously correlated with other variables of human sexuality, namely sexual desire, and sexual satisfaction, but without offering much understanding of the nature of this construct. Additional knowledge on how different levels of boredom and sexual boredom relate with aspects of motivation and enjoyment of sex may offer relevant insights for the study of sexuality.

**Boredom and sexual boredom**

Boredom proneness is the tendency toward experiencing boredom (Farmer & Sundberg, 1986), a fleeting psychological state (e.g. Chaney & Chang, 2005; Fahlman, Mercer-Lynn, Flora, & Eastwood, 2013; Leary, Rogers, Canfield, & Coe, 1986) that takes place when the environment is perceived as unstimulating, repetitive, or monotonous (Hill & Perkins, 1985; Mikulas & Vodanovich, 1993; Perkins & Hill, 1985; Zuckerman, 1979). There seem to be two main sources of boredom: low levels of perceived environmental stimulation, or external stimulation, and inability to create interesting activities for oneself, or internal stimulation (e.g. Bruursema, Kessler, & Spector, 2011; Gana & Akremi, 1998; Vodanovich & Kass, 1990). In addition, research also identified some consequences of experiencing boredom, including decreases in judged hedonic value (Berlyne, 1970), behavioral purposelessness (Fenichel, 1951), or, contrarily, sensation seeking behaviors, disinhibition (e.g. Zuckerman, 1979), and impulsiveness (Moynihan, Igou, & van Tilburg, 2017).

Sexual boredom was first defined as the tendency to experience boredom with the sexual aspects of life, including sexual monotony (sexual routine and tedium) and sexual stimulation (aspects of sexual excitement and constraint) (Watt & Ewing, 1996). Later, sexual boredom was defined as boredom with boring sex, i.e. dull, routine and
over-rehearsed sex, by twelve men in a qualitative study (Tunariu & Reavey, 2003). In these men’s views, sexual boredom was an emotion characterized by indifference or demotivation towards a sexual partner in the context of long-term sexually exclusive relationships. Another study by the same authors with men and women in long-term relationships found participants recognized sexual boredom in their relationships when sex was no longer pleasing, when there was sexual disinterest or no enthusiasm for sex, or if felt a strong extra-dyadic focus (Tunariu & Reavey, 2007).

**Correlates with variables of sexuality**

The study of boredom within the field of sexuality gives special emphasis to risky sexual behaviors and hypersexuality. In this instance, boredom proneness showed positive correlations with both greater variety of sexual activities and greater number of sexual partners in men but only with greater variety of sexual activities in women (Zuckerman, Bone, Neary, Mangelsdorff, & Brustman, 1972). Other studies found boredom proneness to predict solitary sexual behavior (masturbation and viewing pornography) in men and women (Gana, Trouillet, Martin, & Toffart, 2001) as well as in hypersexual men who have sex with men online (Chaney & Blalock, 2006). Boredom was also specifically identified as a predictor of risky sexual behavior for adolescents (Donohew et al., 2000; Greene, Krcmar, Walters, Rubin, & Hale, 2000), gay men (Bancroft et al., 2003), and heterosexual men (Bancroft et al., 2004). In addition, boredom was positively correlated with hypersexual behavior in male patients with diverse sexual orientations (Reid, Garos, & Carpenter, 2011), men who have sex with men (Downing Jr, Antebi, & Schrimshaw, 2014), heterosexual men (Kraus, Rosenberg, Martino, Nich, & Potenza, 2017), as well as in women (Zlot, Goldstein, Cohen, & Weinstein, 2018). However, the link between boredom and hypersexuality is not fully established (de Oliveira & Carvalho, 2020). Boredom proneness was also positively
correlated with sexual boredom (Watt & Ewing, 1996). Moreover, boredom was suggested as an important motive for the termination of marital relationships (Gigy & Kelly, 1993) and pointed as an indirect mediating variable for predicting willingness to commit future infidelity (Gillen, 2013). In addition, boredom was positively correlated with infidelity in general (Brand, Markey, Mills, & Hodges, 2007).

A few studies have identified relationships between sexual boredom and other aspects of sexuality. Specifically, sexual boredom was negatively correlated with both sexual satisfaction and sexual desire/interest (Carvalheira, Træen, & Štulhofer, 2014; Štulhofer, Buško, & Brouillard, 2010) and positively correlated with responsive sexual desire (Štulhofer, Carvalheira, & Træen, 2013), masturbation (Carvalheira, Træen, & Štulhofer, 2015; Zamboni & Crawford, 2003) and hypersexuality (Klein, Jurin, Briken, & Štulhofer, 2015; Štulhofer, Jelovica, & Ružić, 2008; Štulhofer, Jurin, & Briken, 2016). Furthermore, sexual boredom in long-term relationships was negatively correlated with sexual novelty (M. N. Rosa et al., 2019). Contrarily, individuals with low levels of sexual boredom and high levels of sex-positive traits (erotophilia, sensation seeking, sexual sensation seeking, sexual assertiveness, sex drive, sex frequency, sexual self-esteem, self-esteem, and openness to experience) reported higher levels of sexual novelty in their romantic relationships (Matthews et al., 2018).

**Sexual boredom and gender**

Previous research indicated boredom trait and sexual boredom are more prevalent in men when compared to women (e.g. Polly, Vodanovich, Watt, & Blanchard, 1993; Tunariu & Reavey, 2007; Watt & Ewing, 1996). Explanations for sexual boredom in men are often framed within evolutionary psychology (e.g. Buss & Schmitt, 1993). This view argues sexual boredom in men would be a manifestation of their reproductive promiscuity strategy, i.e. the tendency of males who have reached
sexual satiation with one female to experience a restoration of mating behavior in the presence of a novel female (see Dewsbury, 1981). No explanation for sexual boredom in women is offered within this framework.

**Current study**

Past research on sexual boredom suggests relationships with a few sexuality aspects, including sexual desire, sexual satisfaction, and hypersexuality. Some studies also indicate the presence of a relationship between boredom proneness and solitary sexual behaviors, risky sex, and hypersexuality, and there is compelling evidence on the relationship between boredom proneness and sensation seeking. However, most studies on these topics are correlational and do not allow establishing a theory of sexual boredom. The existing theories regarding sexual boredom tend to focus on men’s motivations underlying their sexual behavior, and do not offer alternative explanations for sexual boredom in women. The current study uses a data-driven approach to characterize groups of self-identified men and women in respect to sexual boredom. Our aim was to explore how sexual boredom emerges in non-clinical populations of both men and women, and how it translated to these individuals’ sexuality and relationships. More precisely, this study intended to determine whether there were distinct groups of men and women experiencing sexual boredom and how those groups differed in other aspects of sexuality, specifically in sexual excitation, sexual desire (solitary, partner, and attractive person related), sexual pleasure, sexual satisfaction (ego and partner related), and sexual sensation seeking, as well as in boredom proneness. Findings will help identifying how different levels of sexual boredom manifest in groups of people with varying personalities, sexual motivations, and enjoyment of sex.

**Method**

**Participants**
The sample of this study consisted of 1021 participants aged 18 to 75 years old. Of these, 72.4% were self-identified women (n = 739) and 27.6% were self-identified men (n = 282). Of the total participants, 7 self-identified as transgender, and 2 preferred not to say. The sample average age was 32.68 (SD = 8.79). Participants were Portuguese speakers living in Portugal (88%), Brazil (5.2%), and other countries (6.8%), of which 91.7% had Portuguese nationality, 6.1% Brazilian nationality, and 2.2% other nationality. A large majority of 89.7% participants (n = 912) were educated to a university level. Participants self-identified as heterosexual (80.7%), lesbian/gay (7%), bisexual (9.3%), pansexual (2.8%), and 3 participants (0.3%) self-identified as other/preferred not to say. In regards to relationship status, 51.3% of the participants were married or cohabiting (n = 518), 23.9% were dating without cohabiting (n = 242), 23.1% did not have a relationship (n = 234), 0.8% were in consensual non-monogamies (n = 8), 0.2% reported having occasional sex (n = 2), and 0.7% reported other type of relationships (n = 7).

Measures

Boredom Proneness Scale (BPS).

The BPS (Farmer & Sundberg, 1986) is a self-report measure which consists of 28 true-false items designed to assess the trait or tendency for individuals to experience boredom. The authors reported a satisfactory level of internal consistency (Cronbach’s alpha = .79). Other authors chose to apply a 7-point Likert scale ranging from 1 (I totally disagree) to 7 (I totally agree) to BPS items with Cronbach’s alpha coefficients ranging from .79 to .83 (cf. Mercer & Eastwood, 2010). Most factor structure studies of the BPS agree on the presence of two factors (see Vodanovich & Watt, 2016 for a review). One cluster seems to reflect the presence of low levels of perceived
environmental stimulation (external stimulation). The other cluster seems to reflect the inability of people to create interesting activities for themselves (internal stimulation). The Portuguese version of BPS (Martins, 2012) comprises 26 only items (items 15 and 17 of the original version were excluded due to poor loadings) and uses a 7-point Likert scale. This version showed good reliability for total score (Cronbach’s alpha = .83), and for internal stimulation (Cronbach alpha = .88=), and acceptable reliability for external stimulation (Cronbach alpha = .69).

**Sexual Boredom Scale (SBS).**

The SPS (Watt & Ewing, 1996) is an 18-item self-report measure of the tendency to experience boredom with sexual aspect of one’s life. The SBS was designed for sexually active non-psychiatric populations. Responses are given on a 7-point Likert scale ranging from 1 (strongly disagree) to 7 (strongly agree) with higher scores reflecting higher sexual boredom. It comprises two subscales of 9 items each, ‘Sexual Monotony’ and ‘Sexual Stimulation’. The first refers to sexual routine and tedium (e.g., Sex frequently becomes an unexciting and predictable routine) whilst the second to aspects of sexual excitement and constraint (e.g. I would not stay in a relationship that was sexually dull). The authors report high internal consistency reliability for total score across samples (Cronbach’s alpha = .92 - .95). The Portuguese adaptation of the SBS also demonstrated good reliability (Cronbach’s alpha = .93), but revealed an unidimensional factor structure and three items were removed due to low loadings (Pechorro, Figueiredo, et al., 2015). In the current study, the Cronbach alpha was also .93.

**Sexual Sensation Seeking Scale (SSSS).**
The SSSS (Kalichman & Rompa, 1995) is an unidimensional self-report scale of 10 items designed to assess sexual sensation seeking, the need to have new and varied sexual experiences, taking physical and social risks to enhance sexual sensation. Items range from 1 (strongly disagree) to 4 (strongly agree). The authors report good internal consistency (Cronbach’s alpha = .81). The Portuguese version of SSSS (Pechorro, Pascoal, et al., 2015) demonstrated good reliability (Cronbach’s alpha = .74). In this study Cronbach’s alpha was .71.

New Sexual Satisfaction Scale (NSSS).

The NSSS (Štulhofer et al., 2010) is a 20 item scale consists of two dimensions of 10 items each that assess ego-centered sexual satisfaction and partner/sexual activity centered sexual satisfaction. Items range from 1 (not at all satisfied) to 5 (extremely satisfied). The scale was simultaneously validated for Croatia and United States. The authors report good internal consistency across samples for total score (Cronbach’s alpha = .94 - .96), ego-centered sexual satisfaction (Cronbach’s alpha = .91-.93), and partner-centered sexual satisfaction (Cronbach’s alpha = .91-.94). The Portuguese version presented Cronbach’s alpha of .96 for total score, .95 for ego-centered sexual satisfaction, and .94 for partner-centered sexual satisfaction (Pechorro, Almeida, et al., 2015). In the current study, the Cronbach alpha was .95 for total score, .93 for ego-centered sexual satisfaction, and .93 for partner/sexual activity centered sexual satisfaction.

Sexual Desire Inventory-2 (SDI-2).

The SDI-2 (Spector, Carey, & Steinberg, 1996) is a self-report measure consisting in 14 items to assess sexual desire in two dimensions, dyadic sexual desire
and solitary sexual desire. Items are answered in a 9-point scale ranging from 0 (no desire) to 8 (strong desire). In the authors’ validation studies both factors present good levels of internal consistency (Cronbach’s alpha = .86 for dyadic sexual desire and Cronbach’s alpha = .96 for solitary sexual desire). A three-factor model of SDI-2 was recently proposed and splits up the dyadic sexual desire scale in ‘partner related’ and ‘attractive person related’ subscales (Moyano, Vallejo-Medina, & Sierra, 2017). The Portuguese version of SDI-2 (Peixoto et al., 2018) presented Cronbach’s alpha of .90 for total score, Cronbach’s alpha of .91 for solitary sexual desire, and Cronbach’s alpha of .88 for dyadic sexual desire. Results for the three-factor version also showed good Cronbach’s alpha coefficients for the new subscales proposed by Moyano et al. (2017), with a value of .88 for dyadic sexual desire partner related subscale, and .88 for the dyadic sexual desire attractive person related subscale. The current study showed a Cronbach’s alpha of .89 for total score, of .92 for solitary sexual desire, of .86 for partner dyadic sexual desire, and of .86 for attractive person dyadic sexual desire.

**Sexual Pleasure Scale (SPS).**

The SPS (Sanchez, Crocker, & Boike, 2005) is a self-report measure of sexual pleasure with three items assessing the extent to which individuals perceive sexual intercourse, sexual activities and sexual intimacy as pleasurable. Items are presented in a 7-point Likert scale ranging from -3 (not pleasurable at all) to 3 (very pleasurable) with higher scores indicating greater satisfaction and pleasure. The authors reported good internal consistency with a value for Cronbach’s alpha of .84. The Portuguese version of SPS (Pascoal, Sanchez, Raposo, & Pechorro, 2016) uses a scale ranging from 1 (not pleasurable at all) to 7 (very pleasurable) and showed high level of internal consistency with value for Cronbach’s alpha of .94. Total scores range from 3 to 21
with higher scores translating higher sexual pleasure. Cronbach’s alpha was .85 in the current study.

**Sexual Inhibition and Sexual Excitation Scales (SIS/SES).**

The SIS/SES (Janssen, Vorst, Finn, & Bancroft, 2002) is a 45 item measure of sexual excitation and sexual inhibition with female and male versions. This study only uses the Sexual Excitation Scale (SES) where items describe a series of situations hypothetically leading to sexual arousal due to non-threatening potentially sexual exciting situations (e.g. *When I think of a very attractive person, I easily become sexually aroused*). Participants score in a 4-point Likert scale ranging from 1 (strongly agree) 4 (strongly disagree) indicating their typical response to the stimuli described. The original SES version has good levels of internal consistency (Cronbach’s alpha = .89). The Portuguese version of SIS/SES showed high internal consistency levels for SES (20 items: Cronbach’s alpha = .92) presenting adequate internal consistency. In this study Cronbach’s alpha for SES was .90 for women, and .87 for men.

**Procedure**

Participants were recruited via email and social media snowballing and through the official channels of XXXX University. The study was also advertised in the University’s SexLab webpage. To maximize and diversify this convenience sample some social media influencers also promoted the study in their platforms. All the advertisements displayed the survey link where a general description of context and purpose was provided followed by informed consent. The description included authorship, affiliations, and funding sources in addition to conditions of participating and the primary author’s email contact for any questions or concerns. Participants were
required to agree to terms and conditions and provide informed consent before moving forward with answering the questionnaire. After completing the study all participants could opt to provide theirs emails for further information on results as well as to leave any comment felt necessary. This study was approved by the Ethics Committee of XXXX University.

Responses were scrutinized for repeated entries and invalid responses. Even though conditions for participating emphasized participants needed to be at least 18-year-old, some participants stated to be underage and their data was therefore excluded.

**Data analyses**

Data analyses were performed according to the following four steps: (1) Descriptive statistics were examined to the overall distributions of the self-report measures (internal boredom, external boredom, sexual boredom, sexual sensation seeking, excitation, solitary sexual desire, partner sexual desire, attractive person sexual desire, ego sexual satisfaction, partner sexual satisfaction, sexual pleasure); (2) A gender-stratified cluster analysis was used for classifying the subgroups based on the extent of our variables of interest; and (3) Analysis Of Variance (ANOVA) and chi-square of association tests were carried out to examine potential differences on age, relationship status and sexual orientation, among the subgroups (clusters) for both men and women. Cluster analysis was chosen due to be an appropriate method for grouping individual actions into patterns of behavior by determining which responses co-occurred (P. J. Rosa, Morais, Gamito, Oliveira, & Saraiva, 2016), and allowing answering our research question. A two-step clustering algorithm was chosen due to its efficacy in large datasets by automatically determining the optimal number of clusters (Zhang, Ramakrishnan, & Livny, 1996). The log-likelihood distance measure was applied for
clustering and the Schwarz's Bayesian Criterion (BIC) was used for the selection of the optimal number of clusters. The silhouette measure of cohesion and separation was used for assessing overall clustering quality. The average silhouette measure ranges from 0 to 1, indicating larger values more distinct clusters. The clustering quality model is assumed to be fair when the average silhouette value is at least .20 (Kaufman & Rousseeuw, 1990). A noise handling of 30% was used as criterion for outlier removal (Gamito et al., 2016). Our analyses were performed on IBM-SPSS 25 and all tests of statistical significance were conducted at a ‘p’ value of .05.

Results

Patterns of sexual boredom in men

In regards to men, a three cluster solution was reached (BIC = 2119.72): 39.7% of the cases (n = 112) were assigned to Cluster 1, named low sexual boredom; 22.3% of the cases were assigned to Cluster 2 (n = 63) named high sexual boredom with low sexual motivation; and 37.9% to Cluster 3 (n= 103), named high sexual boredom with high sexual motivation as depicted in Figure 1. The ratio size (largest cluster: smallest cluster) was 1.78. According to Kaufman and Rousseeuw (1990), the overall clustering quality was fair with an average silhouette of .30.

Cluster 1 (low sexual boredom) was characterized by men reporting low sexual boredom, low boredom proneness, low sexual motivation (sexual excitation and sexual desire), and high hedonic value (sexual satisfaction and sexual pleasure). Participants in Cluster 2 (high sexual boredom with low sexual motivation) reported high boredom proneness, low sexual motivation, and low hedonic value. Finally, participants in Cluster 3 (high sexual boredom with high sexual motivation), displayed higher sexual
sensation seeking, higher sexual motivation, and higher hedonic value. Descriptive findings can be found in Figure 1.

Patterns of sexual boredom in women

In relation to women, three clusters were also found (BIC = 2252.20): 41.4% were assigned to Cluster 1, low sexual boredom (n = 306), 29.0% to Cluster 2, moderate sexual boredom (n= 214), and 29.5% of the cases (n = 218) were assigned to Cluster 3, high sexual boredom. One outlier (0.1%) was identified as it could not fit into any cluster previously described. The ratio size was 1.76. The overall clustering quality was fair with an average silhouette of .20. (Kaufman & Rousseuw, 1990).

Women with low sexual boredom (Cluster 1), presented low boredom proneness, low sexual motivation, and high hedonic value. Participants with moderate sexual boredom (Cluster 2), displayed higher sexual sensation seeking, higher sexual motivation, and higher hedonic value. Women with high sexual boredom (Cluster 3), shown high boredom proneness, low sexual motivation, and low hedonic value. See Figure 2 for descriptive findings.
Clusters comparison by gender

After the three-cluster solution was found, we examined whether three relevant variables related to sexual behavior (age, relationship status, and sexual orientation) differed significantly among clusters for both men and women. Results revealed no statistically significant differences on age across clusters neither in men \([F(2, 275) = 0.34, p=.708]\) nor in women \([F(2, 735) = 0.16, p=.855]\). As concerned to the relationship status, the categories “consensual non-monogamies” (0.8%), “other type of relationships” (0.7%) and “occasional sex” (0.2%) were excluded from analysis because were residual categories. Chi-square results did not reveal a relationship between relationship status and the clusters in men \(\chi^2 (8) = 7.85, p = .448\). However, a significant association between the relationship status and the found clusters in women \(\chi^2 (8) = 55.19, p < .001\). A more detailed analysis showed that the Cluster 1 (low sexual boredom) had a higher percentage of married or cohabiting participants \((Z_{adj} = 4.20)\) than participants with no relationship \((Z_{adj} = -6.10)\). Conversely, the Cluster 2 (moderate sexual boredom) had a higher percentage of participants with no relationship \((Z_{adj} = 5.2)\) than married or cohabiting participants \((Z_{adj} = -4.00)\). In addition, the Cluster 3 (high sexual boredom) presented a lower percentage of participants that were dating with no cohabitation \((Z_{adj} = -2.00)\). Regarding sexual orientation the categories “other (0.2%)” and “preferred not to say” (0.1%) were considered residual categories (<1%) and therefore excluded from chi-square analyses. Results showed no relationship between sexual orientation and found clusters in men \(\chi^2 (6) = 5.85, p = .440\). Though, in women, a significant association between the sexual orientation and clusters was found \(\chi^2 (6) = 20.65, p = .002\). A detailed analysis indicated that Cluster 1 (low sexual boredom) had a higher percentage of heterosexual participants \((Z_{adj} = 3.80)\) than bisexual participants \((Z_{adj} = -3.30)\). On other hand, we found the opposite pattern
for Cluster 2 (moderate sexual boredom), that is, a higher percentage of bisexual participants ($Z_{adj} = 3.30$) than heterosexual participants ($Z_{adj} = -2.80$). Cluster 3 (high sexual boredom) showed no significant percentage differences between sexual orientation. For means and standard deviations for men and women’s three cluster solution, see Table 1.

---

Insert Table 1 about here

---

**Discussion**

This study focused on sexual boredom in men and women, including aspects of personality (boredom proneness and sexual sensation seeking), sexual motivation (sexual excitation and sexual desire), and hedonic value (sexual satisfaction and sexual pleasure), and explored possible associations between these variables and the participants’ relationship status and sexual orientation. Men and women were analyzed separately. Our cluster analysis revealed a three-cluster solution for both men and women. Although exhibiting relevant gender differences, clusters for men and women showed similar trends: a group experiencing lower sexual boredom and two groups experiencing sexual boredom (from moderate to high). As our cluster analyses further revealed, the groups of men and women with low sexual boredom presented low boredom proneness, low sexual motivation, and high hedonic value of sexual relationships. One group of men and one group of women presenting with sexual boredom (high sexual boredom in men, and moderate sexual boredom in women) displayed higher sexual sensation seeking, higher sexual motivation, and higher hedonic
value. The group of men and the group of women dealing with higher sexual boredom, presented high boredom proneness, low sexual motivation, and low hedonic value. Yet, this group of women showed higher levels of sexual desire for attractive people, while experiencing moderate solitary sexual desire and low sexual desire for partner. On the other hand, the men in this group presented low levels of sexual desire for attractive people and for solitary sexual desire, and very low sexual desire for partner. Moreover, our findings indicate no significant association between relationship status and sexual orientation for men, whilst for women there were significant associations regarding these aspects. Below we discuss these differences in detail.

Our findings suggest individuals experiencing low levels of sexual boredom may be less prone to boredom and display lower sexual motivation. Previous research relates sexual boredom with boredom proneness (Watt & Ewing, 1996) and with low sexual desire (Carvalheira et al., 2014), which aligns with our findings. Although a few studies found negative correlations between sexual boredom and sexual satisfaction (Carvalheira et al., 2014; Štulhofer et al., 2010), our participants showing low levels of sexual boredom showed high levels of sexual satisfaction and sexual pleasure. Maybe, individuals with less sexual motivation will invest less in sexual activity, reducing the chance of monotony/habituation to stimuli and therefore minimizing the likelihood of experiencing sexual boredom. At the same time, when these individuals engage in sexual activity, they perceive high hedonic value, which may in turn contribute to maintain their low levels of sexual boredom. Ultimately, our findings for these clusters suggest a match between the individual’s internal states (sexual boredom and sexual desire) and the sexual stimulation they receive.

In both men and women, we found clusters of individuals experiencing sexual boredom together with high sexual sensation seeking. We did not find similar patterns
in previous research, which indicated low sexual boredom and high sexual sensation seeking were related to sexual novelty in relationships (Matthews et al., 2018). As well, other research identified a positive relationship between boredom and sensation seeking and disinhibition (e.g., Zuckerman, 1979), but the men and women in this group did not show high boredom proneness. In fact, the individuals in these clusters displayed high sexual motivation and high hedonic value associated with sexual activity, contradicting the studies showing that sexual boredom is linked to low sexual desire and low sexual satisfaction (Carvalheira et al., 2014; Štulhofer et al., 2010). Possibly, some individuals who tend to be sexually bored are individuals who are more disinhibited and activate sexual sensation seeking behaviors upon arousal, or vice-versa, but without necessarily feelings less bored sexually. According to the dual-control model, sexual arousal and associated behavior depend on the balance between sexual excitation and sexual inhibition (e.g., Bancroft & Jansen, 2006). These individuals may experience high excitation and little inhibition and, consequently, activate sexual sensation seeking. On the other hand, may present fewer inhibitory mechanisms, increasing the likelihood of sexual sensation seeking, and leading to high excitation, as previous research suggested high sensation seekers are more responsive to strong or novel stimulation than low sensation seekers (Smith, Davidson, Smith, Goldstein, & Perlstein, 1989). These findings may have implications for the study of sexual risk taking and hypersexuality. Furthermore, these groups presented high sexual boredom for men but only moderate sexual boredom for women, suggesting sexual sensation seeking may prevent high sexual boredom in women but not in men.

Finally, clusters of high sexual boredom in men and women showed simultaneously high boredom proneness, low sexual motivation, and low hedonic value. These findings support previous research, which postulates the relationship between
sexual boredom and boredom trait (Watt & Ewing, 1996), and with low sexual desire and low sexual satisfaction (Carvalheira et al., 2014; Štulhofer et al., 2010). Potentially, these men and women experience high sexual boredom because they display a boredom prone personality, take little pleasure or satisfaction from sexual activity, and consequently have lower sexual motivation, i.e., sexual excitation and sexual desire. We argued elsewhere that low sexual motivation can be a consequence of sexual boredom, as well as a defining feature of sexual boredom (article in press). Interestingly, these clusters did not show that sexual boredom activates sexual desire for an attractive person for men but showed it does for women. These findings do not sustain the assumption that men who get sexually bored would restore their mating behavior with a novel female as predicted by evolutionary theorists (e.g. Buss & Schmitt, 1993; Dewsbury, 1981). In fact, our data suggest the sexually bored women, but not the sexually bored men, display high sexual desire for an attractive person while experiencing low sexual desire for a partner, explicitly contradicting these perspectives. Previous qualitative research with women indicates over-familiarity with partner and with their sexual activity leads to the waning of female sexual desire (Sims & Meana, 2010). Perhaps some women are more sensitive to partnered sexual monotony and/or sexual frustration than men and may use fantasy with attractive others to safely manage sexual boredom, as sexual fantasies are safe (Zurbriggen & Yost, 2004). Although evolutionary theory and research postulates men are more inclined to fantasize with anonymous and multiple sexual partners, whilst women are more inclined to fantasize with familiar and close-bonded partners (Ellis & Symons, 1990; Wilson, 1997), recent research is suggesting this effect maybe smaller than generally thought, and likely to be influenced by sex role expectations rather than by sociobiological mechanisms (Fisher,
Moore, & Pittenger, 2012). Nevertheless, this area still requires much exploration in future research.

Our analysis showed women in the low sexual boredom spectrum were more likely to be married or cohabiting, whilst women with moderate sexual boredom were more likely to not be in relationships and less likely to be married/cohabiting. This seems to contradict research indicating relationship duration is linked to decreases in sexual desire in women (Murray & Milhausen, 2012), as one would expect for married or cohabiting individuals. However, findings are in line with previous research indicating women who are married or cohabiting have greater odds of being sexually active and sexually satisfied than those who are not (Thomas, Hess, & Thurston, 2015). Moreover, women experiencing low sexual boredom were more likely to be heterosexuals, whilst women experiencing moderate sexual boredom were more likely to be bisexuals. Bisexuality was previously related to elevated sexual sensation seeking and sexual excitability (Stief, Rieger, & Savin-Williams, 2014), similarly to our group of women experiencing moderate sexual boredom, which also presented higher levels of sexual sensation seeking and sexual excitation. As for women presenting with high sexual boredom, these were less likely to be dating with not cohabitation, that is, more related to married or cohabiting status, which matches what could be expected from previous research. Cluster comparisons did not show any significant associations of relationship status and sexual orientation in the men’s clusters. Together these findings suggest relationship status, and, to some extent, sexual orientation may be impinging in women’s experiences of sexual boredom. However, this is an area still requiring extensive research, considering no other studies explored these aspects.

Limitations and future directions
This study intended to identify and characterize subgroups of individuals experiencing varying degrees of sexual boredom. Some limitations of the present study should also be considered. First, it could be asserted that the results obtained were based on information gathered via online survey from a convenience Portuguese community sample and therefore we are unable to extrapolate our findings to the general population. Second, we used self-report measures of sexual behavior. Even though self-deception can impact on self-ratings, this bias can be especially pronounced in the case of general or trait judgments of performance which is not the case here. Future studies could use both self-reports and other more objective measures (e.g.). Third, despite the silhouette coefficient is considered a good Internal measure for clusters validation, one disadvantage is related to the assessment of global clustering characteristics only. In future, more sophisticated methods using the gap statistic (Tibshirani, Walther, & Hastie, 2001), for instance, may provide a more solid evidence to corroborate the number of clusters we found in our study. Forth, it must be taken into account that this is a cross-sectional study and, thus, the associations observed between the variables studied in cannot be considered as causal relationships. Therefore, longitudinal studies are required to analyze the sexual boredom over time.

However, we believe this study adds important insights on the possible nature of sexual boredom and its diverse presentations. Future research could focus on clarifying the role of individual and relationship factors underpinning sexual boredom, such as the existence of psychopathology (e.g. depression, anxiety), or the impact of relationship duration and dyadic adjustment, and consequences for sexual risk taking and hypersexuality. As well, further studies could investigate which protective factors may be preventing sexual boredom in the individuals who report no or low sexual boredom.

Conclusions
Our findings support the existence of individual variability in sexual boredom in men and women. Individuals experiencing low levels of sexual boredom seem less prone to boredom trait, display low sexual motivation, and enjoy high hedonic value in sex, whilst individuals dealing with high sexual boredom seem boredom prone, display low sexual motivation, and perceive low hedonic value in sex. Both men and women from these two groups present similar patterns, apart from sexual desire for attractive others, which was high for women in the high sexual boredom group but low for the men in this group. A third group presented high sexual sensation seeking, high sexual motivation, and high hedonic value, with the women of this group experiencing moderate sexual boredom and men high sexual boredom, suggesting sexual sensation seeking may prevent high levels of sexual boredom in women but not in men. These findings have implications for couples dealing with sexual problems and, potentially, for sexual risk taking.
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Figure 1. Cluster comparison in men sample. The small squares represent the median for each cluster. The line at the center represents the overall median. Note that input variables are sorted in descending order by prediction importance in estimating the clustering solution.
Figure 2. Cluster comparison in women sample. The small squares represent the median for each cluster. The line at the center represents the overall median. Note that input variables are sorted in descending order by prediction importance in estimating the clustering solution.
Table 1. Centroids (means and standard deviations) of the three-cluster solution for men and women

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Men</th>
<th>Women</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Low sexual boredom</td>
<td>High sexual boredom with low sexual motivation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(cluster 1)</td>
<td>(cluster 2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>M(SD)</td>
<td>M(SD)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Internal boredom</td>
<td>58.43 (13.76)</td>
<td>72.39 (15.07)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>External boredom</td>
<td>20.24 (4.51)</td>
<td>24.87 (6.86)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sexual boredom</td>
<td>35.56 (10.17)</td>
<td>49.05 (14.41)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sexual sensation seeking</td>
<td>26.23 (2.40)</td>
<td>26.26 (3.11)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ego sexual seeking</td>
<td>38.54 (4.36)</td>
<td>29.86 (7.28)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Partner sexual satisfaction</td>
<td>35.05 (6.38)</td>
<td>23.55 (7.72)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sexual pleasure</td>
<td>19.99 (1.35)</td>
<td>17.65 (2.99)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Partner sexual desire</td>
<td>40.88 (5.05)</td>
<td>36.79 (7.18)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solitary sexual desire</td>
<td>18.28 (6.48)</td>
<td>17.94 (6.35)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attractive person sexual desire</td>
<td>8.86 (3.13)</td>
<td>9.07 (2.75)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Excitation</td>
<td>50.24 (6.48)</td>
<td>49.79 (7.00)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>